
INTRODUCTION

Recently, the number of mobile users has
increased explosively worldwide, owing to the
technological advances of mobile devices and
wireless data networking. Mobile users can access
a great deal of information though wireless
communications such as mobile phones in mobile
computing systems. Mobile communications are
influencing our everyday lives tremendously from
both economic and social perspective. One of the
most important issues in designing a mobile
computing system is data replication, because
mobile devices still have a shortage of computing
capability and limited storage. Therefore, mobile
computing systems rely on distributed server
systems. The system performance can be improved
by replicating data and allocating these data at
servers. However, how many copies of data we
need? And how these data will be allocated at
servers? And at which server should we allocate
the data? How many sub servers are connected to
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we devise data allocation algorithms that can utilize the knowledge of user moving
patterns for proper global data allocation in a mobile computing system. By employing the data allocation
algorithms devised, the occurrences of costly remote accesses can be minimized and the performance
of a mobile computing system is thus improved. The issue we addressed here is to allocate right data
at right location while minimizing communication cost and response time of the network.
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a server at which the data is allocated? These issues
are correlated with each other and affect the
performance of the network.

In the past several data allocation schemes
have been proposed. These schemes can be
classified as personal data allocation and global data
allocation. In both type of algorithm the cost is still
too much and we have no idea of what data the
user really wants. After these algorithms four other
algorithms have also been proposed four proper
data allocation. These algorithms focus on different
views like average hit ratio, average response time,
average communication cost. Each algorithm give
best results in their specific criteria. No one is
suitable for all. Here we proposed an algorithm which
gives approximately improved results for all. We
have taken into consideration both response time
and communication cost to develop the data
allocation scheme, and this feature distinguishes
our scheme from others.
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System Architecture
In a mobile environment there are many

RNCs(radio network controller) and Base stations
as shown in fig. whenever a user sends a request
to a base station it is sent back to the corresponding
RNC and then RNC allocate the requested data at
the base station.

The problem here is that, How base
stations are connected to RNCs? and what data
we will allocate to RNCs, in order to get the
requested data mostly from local RNC, but not from
remote RNC.

Allocation
Base Station Allocation

To allocate base stations to RNCs we have
considered the distance  between all the base
stations and the RNC. And then applied Dijikstra’s
algorithm to find the shortest path from a particular
RNC.

Data Allocation
For allocating data at RNCs we have

considered user request patterns and user moving

patterns. And we are also having subordinacy
between base stations and RNCs. By using all these
information we can make RNC frequency matrix,in
which frequency of users for each RNC is given.
which means that how frequently a user can access
a RNC.

Algorithm
Input
user request patterns(in the form of matrix)
RNC frequency matrix (“)
Cost of data Communication(“)
Response Time(“)

Output
Right data allocated at right location with

minimized response time and communication cost

Begin
´ Allocate base station to RNCs according to

the distances between them to get RNC
frequency matrix

´ Multiply user request patterns with RNC
frequency matrix to get RNC data matrix

´ Apply all pair shortest path algorithm to
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Fig. 1: RNCs in mobile environment
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Fig. 2: Comparison with the previous algorithms based on response time

Performance Analysis

Fig. 3: Comparison with the previous algorithms based on Communication Cos

Communication Cost matrix in order to get
minimum Communication Cost

´ Apply all pair shortest path algorithm to
Response time matrix to get minimized
response time.

´ Now from both of the matrices above find
out the minimum of the two to get a new
matrix called MRC matr ix(minimum of
Response time and communication Cost).
Each value in this matrix  represent the

minimum of the two i.e.
for i = 1 to n n>=3
for j= 1 to n
minimum value (MRC) = min(CCij,RTij)
end

´ Now column wise multiply MRC matrix with
the RNC data matrix to get the data allocated
at RNCs.

´ End
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